Weekly Timetable 2017/2018

FAQs for Parents

Why are we doing this?
· To support more individualized learning to increase success for everyone, and to
develop students’ ability to take increasing responsibility for their own learning, with
support and accountability. Students at Oak Bay are busy and students at Oak Bay are
unique. We are giving them time and opportunity to focus on what they need/want to
focus on during the timetable. This should mean less homework, less stress, and more
enjoyable learning.
Did students have input?
· In putting this together, we consulted with hundreds of our students (random classes)
to be sure that there was input from the student body.
Do parents know?
· In putting this together, we consulted with many parents and we have the approval of
the Parent Advisory Committee. We will be sending an email to all parents after our
grade assemblies to make certain that everyone knows about it.
How is it different from our current timetable?
· The current 4 TAG/1TAP system is replaced by a 1 Advisory/4 Focus Block system where
students have less time with ‘little’ to do in TAGs, and more time to work toward their
learning needs and interests. They will consult with their Advisory teachers on Monday
to plan out the weeks’ best use of the Focus Blocks.
· Also, to accommodate scheduling of some teaching spaces we had to shift periods so
that the day starts at 8:25 (but the days end earlier at 3:05, Mon-Thurs, and 1:55 on
Fridays).
What are Advisory Blocks?
· Advisory Blocks will be once per week on Monday and organized like TAG
· Advisory teachers will keep track of Focus Block attendance, student marks and work
effort, and advise/support students re the use of their Focus Blocks accordingly
What are Focus Blocks and why are they called ‘Focus’?
· Focus Blocks will be Tuesday to Friday and organized like TAP, but with required
attendance. This time is to complete assignments/project work, get extra help, or work
with teachers in areas of personal excellence and interest,
· They are called ‘Focus’ Blocks because they provide time in the timetable for each,
unique, individual student to ‘focus’ on their own learning needs and interests. It is
school-related learning and/or project time - not social or free time.

Is there still a ‘sleep-in’ for students?
· Students will still have a ‘sleep in’ morning on Thursdays, every second week for the first
period Team Planning block, if they wish to do so. We do, however, encourage students
to use that time to advance their school-related learning goals. A Math/Science and a
Humanities teacher will be provided for student assistance but student attendance is
optional for these times.
When do the days end?
· Monday to Thursday, they end at 3:05 (8 minutes earlier than now).
· Friday ends at 1:55 (29 minutes earlier than now).
How long is lunch?
· Same as last year
What about Morning Break?
· We were advised by students that it is mostly a waste of time and that they would
prefer to remove it so we could end the day earlier.
Why do students have to attend Advisory?
· This is a once/week block to take care of school organizational matters, build
relationships, and to make decisions with the advice of the Advisory teacher regarding
which Focus Block teachers/spaces to go to. Students will write their choices into their
Daily Planner on a week-by-week basis.
Why do students have to attend Focus Blocks?
· This time is taken from classes (5 minutes from each class) and remains time that
students are required to use for legitimate school-related learning goals/projects. If
their grades are good and their Advisor agrees, they may use the time for things such as
fitness workouts, and working on arts, applied skills or service projects, as well as doing
homework, studying or getting extra help. Students are expected to be under the
supervision of a teacher during these times.
Can I move from place to place during Focus Blocks?
· In the same way that students are assigned to a room for each class and can only leave
that room for a good reason with the agreement of the teacher, students must go to the
room they ‘assigned’ themselves and stay there unless there is a good reason to leave
with the agreement of the teacher.
How will Advisory teachers know whether or not students go to the Focus Blocks they chose
during Advisory Block?
· During the Focus Blocks, each teacher will stamp the Daily Planner of each student who
attended and was productive. Advisory teachers will check the Daily Planners to know if
students are following-through.

What happens if students miss an Advisory Block?
· If a student has an excused absence, he/she completes the daily planner on his/her own
and carries on.
· If a student develops a pattern of not cooperating with the Advisory teacher and/or the
Advisory/Focus Block system, he/she will be referred to the administration as a
discipline issue but we hope that students will see this as a real plus for them, and that
doing their best will make their lives easier and richer. The goal is not ‘compliance to
the rules’ but the development and demonstration of responsibility, and we will do
everything we can to help students to develop this.
What if Monday is a holiday?
· Tuesday becomes Advisory for that week.
How does this affect a student ‘spare’?
· It doesn’t affect a student spare. Attendance at Advisory is mandatory and attendance
at all Focus Blocks is mandatory, although students have an informed choice of which
teaching or study space they can use in the school in their Focus Blocks. But if they
were given a free period in their computer printout timetable, it remains free to use as
the student wishes, although we also encourage them to use it to advance their schoolrelated learning goals.

